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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The Academy Award–winning director of Free Solo and
National Geographic photographer presents the first collection of his iconic adventure
photography, featuring some of the greatest moments of the most accomplished climbers and
outdoor athletes in the world, and including more than 200 extraordinary photographs. “An
extraordinary work of art.”—Jon KrakauerFilmmaker, photographer, and world-class
mountaineer Jimmy Chin goes where few can follow to capture stunning images in death-
defying situations. There and Back draws from his breathtaking portfolio of photographs,
captured over twenty years during cutting-edge expeditions on all seven continents—from skiing
Mount Everest, to an unsupported traverse of Tibet's Chang Tang Plateau on foot, to first
ascents in Chad’s Ennedi Desert and Antarctica’s Queen Maud Land.Along the way, Chin
shares behind-the-scenes details about how he captured such astounding images in impossible
conditions, and tells the stories of the legendary adventurers and remarkable athletes he has
photographed, including Alex Honnold, the star of his Academy Award–winning documentary
film Free Solo; ski mountaineer Kit DesLauriers; snowboarder Travis Rice; and mountaineers
Conrad Anker and Yvon Chouinard. These larger-than-life images, coupled with stories of
outsized drive and passion, of impossible goals with life or death stakes, of partnerships forged
through incredible hardship, are sure to inspire wonder and awe.

-------“In There and Back, Jimmy Chin tells the story of his remarkable life through a selection of
breathtaking photos accompanied by passages of insightful text. The end result is an
extraordinary work of art.”—Jon Krakauer“Many of us will never risk our lives to see what Jimmy
Chin sees, but in these pages, his photography will transport you to the razor’s
edge, challenging your perceptions of what humans can achieve.”—Brie Larson“Jimmy Chin is
one of the most widely traveled and experienced adventure photographers on Earth, and this
collection is an absolute tour de force. I read this book in a single sitting and finished feeling
inspired to take on the world.”—Alex Honnold“Jimmy’s photography takes you on a journey to
places few have ever visited. No one else is capable of capturing such beauty while hanging by
a thread from a towering rock face or skiing down the legendary slopes of Mount Everest. It is a
pleasure to finally have all his most iconic images in one volume. I can't wait for you to get lost in
the poetry he has unearthed at the most extreme corners of our planet.”—Paul NicklenExcerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Introduction My parents used to say, “Of course
we’re worried. There’s no word in Chinese for what you do.” As the kid of Chinese immigrants, I
was told there were only three careers: doctor, lawyer, or professor. Climbing bum was not on
that list. When I finished college, I was sure these traditional expectations didn’t fit me, and I
decided to make up my own way through the world. I would spend my twenties drifting between



climbing destinations and living out of a stubborn 1989 Subaru Loyale. It was not the graduate
program my mom and dad had hoped for me.Despite their strict view of careers, my parents,
both librarians, had unwittingly set me on this path by introducing me to an endless supply of
books. The great adventures I read about spurred my curiosity about the world beyond my
Mankato, Minnesota, backyard. Thankfully, my parents also instilled in me the work ethic and
confidence to strive for a life I didn’t even know I wanted—the life I discovered on sweeping
granite walls, desert towers, and knife-edge ridges.These places stirred a sense of awe and self-
reliance in me. I found the best version of myself where the world fell away below me and the
rules of life were simple—commit and embrace the struggle. While climbing in Yosemite, I picked
up a camera and began capturing the places that I fell in love with and the sublime moments that
I experienced. Taking photographs became a way to examine these places and share these
moments.I believe photography can expand our perception of the natural world, and of what
humans can achieve in it. Over time, I hoped that sharing the beauty of our planet and our place
within it would foster a sense of responsibility to protect and preserve these places, both for
future generations to enjoy and for their intrinsic value.Along the way, I found a second family in
the adventurers who seek out the world’s wildest places and devote their lives to accomplishing
what others have never dared. The members of this tribe became my most cherished friends,
partners, and mentors. I’ve been astonished, again and again, at what these individuals are
capable of doing with vision and clarity of purpose, from Kit DesLauriers skiing from the summit
of Everest to Alex Honnold free soloing El Capitan and beyond.Being a witness to grand
successes and epic failures, I discovered my own purpose: to share the stories of the people I
found so inspiring. Every person I’ve photographed has helped shape me into who I am today.
For that I will be forever grateful. This book is a record of our shared adventures spanning twenty
years, and a celebration of the places that brought us together.About the AuthorJimmy Chin is
an Academy Award-winning filmmaker, National Geographic photographer, and professional
mountain sports athlete. He has led or participated in cutting-edge expeditions around the world
for over twenty years, including significant first ascents on all seven continents, and his
photographs have graced the covers of National Geographic Magazine and the New York Times
Magazine. Jimmy also co-produces and co-directs with his wife, Chai Vasarhelyi. Their film Meru
won the Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival and was on the Oscar shortlist for Best
Documentary Feature. Their documentary Free Solo won a BAFTA, seven primetime Emmys,
and the Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature. Jimmy, Chai, and their two children split
their time between New York City and Jackson Hole, Wyoming. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Read more
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Yosemite Valley, California.Conrad Anker climbing the Grand Couloir on Mount Tyree. Sentinel
Range, Antarctica.Copyright © 2021 by Jimmy ChinPhotographs copyright © 2021 by Jimmy
Chin except for the following:This page, author photo © 2021 Cheyne LempeThis page, author
photo © 2021 Dave HahnAll rights reserved.Published in the United States by Ten Speed Press,
an imprint of Random House, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York.Ten Speed
Press and the Ten Speed Press colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random House
LLC.This page: map elements courtesy of Shutterstock.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication Data is on file with the publisher.Editor: Matt InmanProduction editor: Kimmy
TejasindhuPrint designer/Art director: Kelly BoothPrint production designers: Mari Gill, Tamara
White, and Lauren RosenbergPrint typefaces: Lineto’s Akkurat by Laurenz Brunner and MCKL’s
Shift by Jeremy MickelPrint production manager: Serena SigonaPrint prepress color manager:
Jane ChinnCopyeditor: Janet Silver Ghent | Proofreader: Chris JeromePublicist: Jana Branson |
Marketer: Daniel WikeyEbook production manager: John Van DerenFRONT COVER Kami
Sherpa and Mingma Sherpa carrying loads toward Camp 2 through the Western Cwm on Mount
Everest.rhid_prh_6.0_139104067_c0_r2CONTENTSForewordIntroductionPlaces
PhotographedCHARAKUSA 1999FORBIDDEN TOWERS EXPEDITIONK7
2001PATAGONIACHANG TANG 2002TETONSEVEREST SNOWBOARD 2003DEAN
POTTERFILMING EVERESTMALI 2004STEPH DAVISEVEREST SKI 2006180 SOUTH
2008MERU 2008BORNEO BIG WALLSHANGRI-LA EXPEDITIONYOSEMITE 2010CHAD
2010SKIING DENALIMERU 2011OMANBUGABOOSTRAVIS RICEFREE SOLO 2016ONE
WORLD TRADE CENTERSCOT SCHMIDTANTARCTICA 2017AcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorKit DesLauriers crossing the glacier on Sermersooq Island to climb and ski
Taqqartortuusaq peak. Western Greenland.ForewordNature is the wellspring of human
existence. From the beginning of civilization, we have spent the better part of our lives taming
the wild world. But while the grand edifices we have created reflect our self-importance,
wilderness and extreme environments possess an elemental force that affirms life. These
incredible places—remnants of an Earth before history—rejuvenate our souls, bringing us closer
to the essence of living.We can’t live in these wild places permanently. But, from time to time, we
can venture into the cold, barren, and exposed landscape and test ourselves against nature’s
forces. Our adventures, fueled by remote bivouacs and a lack of food , are life-defining
endeavors. When we return, we understand the power of nature and how it can affect our daily
lives. We hope to have gained a sliver of self-knowledge on our journey.Photos can take us
anywhere the photographer wants at a glance. A fraction of a second after the artist releases the
shutter, a two-dimensional image becomes a time stamp of that exact moment. How the
photographer, using the same tools available to all of us, creates art is the difference between
the exceptional and the mundane. Our imaginations are left to wander, be it through ravages of
war or celebrations of life. We wonder, What was the moment like when the photographer
created the image? We also ask ourselves, How do our own lived experiences shape what we
see in the image? The best photography can capture emotion or transport us to a place that



opens our minds, creating a flywheel for creativity and a deep sense of calm.Jimmy Chin’s
photography takes us to places where we are guests. Held tight by the cold, buffeted by wind,
anchored by gravity and a foundation of self-reliance, Jimmy helps us experience the mystique
of being in the wild. It’s not easy. Add on the difficulties of working with camera gear, even in the
best circumstances, and it is truly rare that a person can create art in these conditions with
landscape, light, and people.Jimmy, to our benefit, has been able to combine photography and
mountaineering in one discipline. I remember seeing this on our first expedition to the Charakusa
Valley, a ring of granite peaks in Pakistan. The route we attempted offered a steep wall that
would require multiple days of effort. We ascended despite inclement weather, only to be beset
by a storm. The weather continued unabated, pinning us to the side of the mountain. Throughout
the ordeal, Jimmy kept his camera ready, capturing the odd moments that give a climb
character. After four stormbound nights, we realized it was time to descend. Even though
success eluded us, we stayed safe and became closer friends.Twenty years later, Jimmy is still
out there, pushing the limits of reason and endurance, creating images that can transport us to
wild places. His photographs might fuel the creative drive for your own journey, provide you with
an appreciation of these wild places, or challenge your perception of what’s possible. May your
own connection to these images be as deep as mine is with Jimmy. Thank you, Jimmy, for taking
us there and back.– Conrad AnkerConrad Anker traversing near the summit of Mount Owen,
Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming. The north face of the Grand Teton is in the
background.IntroductionMy parents used to say, “Of course we’re worried. There’s no word in
Chinese for what you do.”As the kid of Chinese immigrants, I was told there were only three
careers: doctor, lawyer, or professor. Climbing bum was not on that list. When I finished college, I
was sure these traditional expectations didn’t fit me, and I decided to make up my own way
through the world.I would spend my twenties drifting between climbing destinations and living
out of a stubborn 1989 Subaru Loyale. It was not the graduate program my mom and dad had
hoped for me.Despite their strict view of careers, my parents, both librarians, had unwittingly set
me on this path by introducing me to an endless supply of books. The great adventures I read
about spurred my curiosity about the world beyond my Mankato, Minnesota, backyard.
Thankfully, my parents also instilled in me the work ethic and confidence to strive for a life I didn’t
even know I wanted—the life I discovered on sweeping granite walls, desert towers, and knife-
edge ridges.These places stirred a sense of awe and self-reliance in me. I found the best version
of myself where the world fell away below me and the rules of life were simple—commit and
embrace the struggle. While climbing in Yosemite, I picked up a camera and began capturing the
places that I fell in love with and the sublime moments that I experienced. Taking photographs
became a way to examine these places and share these moments.I believe photography can
expand our perception of the natural world, and of what humans can achieve in it. Over time, I
hoped that sharing the beauty of our planet and our place within it would foster a sense of
responsibility to protect and preserve these places, both for future generations to enjoy and for
their intrinsic value.Along the way, I found a second family in the adventurers who seek out the



world’s wildest places and devote their lives to accomplishing what others have never dared.
The members of this tribe became my most cherished friends, partners, and mentors. I’ve been
astonished, again and again, at what these individuals are capable of doing with vision and
clarity of purpose, from Kit DesLauriers skiing from the summit of Everest to Alex Honnold free
soloing El Capitan and beyond.Being a witness to grand successes and epic failures, I
discovered my own purpose: to share the stories of the people I found so inspiring. Every person
I’ve photographed has helped shape me into who I am today. For that I will be forever grateful.
This book is a record of our shared adventures spanning twenty years, and a celebration of the
places that brought us together.All in a day’s work. Rigging on El Capitan during the filming of
Free Solo. Yosemite National Park, California, 2016. Photo by Cheyne
Lempe.PLACESPHOTOGRAPHED FEATURED EXPEDITIONS + PHOTO ASSIGNMENTS
SELECT EXPEDITIONS + PHOTO ASSIGNMENTS ADDITIONAL EXPEDITIONS + PHOTO
SHOOTSCHARAKUSA 1999Naysar Peak, Charakusa Valley, Pakistan.You only get to
experience your first expedition once.The unknowns seem greater. The stakes feel higher. The
dread, more acute, and the awe, more profound. Traveling to the Charakusa Valley of Pakistan in
the summer of 1999 was a turning point for me. It led me away from pursuing any sensible career
and toward a life spent scaling big mountains instead.I’d first seen photos of the Charakusa
Valley in a climbing magazine. Legendary climber and photographer Galen Rowell had captured
stunning images of revered climbers Conrad Anker and Peter Croft making first ascents in the
Karakoram range. The images made up my mind; real climbers climbed in the Karakoram
Mountains. And I wanted to be a real climber.I didn’t know the first thing about organizing an
expedition to Pakistan, so I steered my car—my residence at the time—toward Berkeley,
California, to ask Galen myself. After a night sleeping in the parking lot, I walked into the office of
the Mountain Light Gallery, looking and smelling like the dirtbag climber I was, and asked a
skeptical receptionist if I could see Galen. I was told that he was busy, but that I could wait in the
lobby. For five days in a row, I sat patiently until the gallery closed each evening. Galen finally
emerged late on a Friday afternoon and said, “You must be Jimmy…”He ushered me into his
office, and for two hours, he shared images and stories from his trip to the Charakusa Valley,
explained the logistics of getting there, and gave me his main contact in Pakistan. He then
walked me through a room full of prints laid out on tables for him to sign. In between signatures,
he explained how he’d gotten each shot. Before I left, he handed me a slide, still precious to me,
that showed two giant granite towers. “There’s your objectives,” he said. “Make sure you bring a
camera.”As I walked into the Charakusa Valley months later, I was struck dumb by the sight of
Fathi Tower and Parhat Tower, two granite sentries standing guard. Imagining climbing either
filled me with fear. I took out my newly bought camera and snapped a photo.My climbing partner
Brady Robinson and I threw ourselves at Fathi Tower, but were thwarted twice by its size,
steepness, and complexity. Waking at 2 a.m. for our third attempt, Brady muttered, “This is the
last thing I want to do in the entire world.” I felt the same. I doubted this was how real climbers
were supposed to feel.We tried one more time, drawing from skills learned on previous ascents



in Yosemite and the High Sierra, and sometimes resorting to techniques we’d only read about in
climbing magazines. As we passed our previous high points, we gained momentum, climbing
pitch after pitch. This time, we prevailed. The peak was so sharp we had to take turns perching
on the summit for pictures.Our friends Jed and Doug Workman and Evan Howe joined us later in
the trip and we climbed two more new routes in the valley. Wandering up oceans of rock
previously untouched by humans changed us forever. We left the valley feeling like real climbers.
I didn’t know it at the time, but I would devote the next two decades to traveling the world in
pursuit of the same sense of fear and awe that gripped me when I first stepped foot in that
spectacular valley.Fathi Tower. Our new route followed the dihedral on the left skyline.Brady
Robinson and our sirdar, Ibrahim, entering the Charakusa Valley.A Balti porter brewing tea in the
morning during our approach into the Charakusa Valley.A Balti porter returning to camp at
sunset.Our base camp in the Charakusa Valley. My first attempt at night photography.Evan Howe
and Doug Workman navigating the icefall while carrying loads to the base of Beatrice
Tower.Evan ascending fixed lines above our portaledge camp. Beatrice Tower.
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Linda A., “Stunning Photography. The photographs in this book are stunning and at times
chilling. Like with his film Free Solo, Chin gives you an up-close look at a world that we ordinary
people will never experience. The entire book is a work of art. I have ordered extra copies to
give as holiday gifts this year!”

PC, “Fantastic book, awful shipping.. I preordered this book a while back and finally received it
today (12/8). I was so excited to check out the book. But when I opened up the box, it was a
disappointment. The packaging was subpar! The box was way too big for the book and leads to
damaged book corners. The only saving grace was the book was as good as I was expected, I
would definitely recommend this book to everyone. However, I do not recommend getting it ship
from Amazon, maybe getting it from their physical book store…? I really hope Amazon can
invest or developer some sort of packaging for books and collectibles item.”

Kay Lynn, “Incredible!!!. Worth the wait! I pre-ordered Jimmy Chin's magnificent book back in
August and it was delivered yesterday and OH, MY....what a journey to read and enjoy his
incredible stories and photos.”

ET, “Inspiring!. I absolutely love this book! The photos are inspiring. I like Jimmy Chin’s humour
reflected in some captions of the photos. Truly goes to show his personality. The stories
accompanying some of the expeditions are well-written and concise. Perfect coffee table book!”

Jodie, “Stunning. After reading other reviews it's sad that some people received bad or damaged
copies of this book, I hope they get a proper replacement. Mine came in decent packaging and
no damage. The pictures are absolutely stunning and very inspiring.”

The book by Jimmy Chin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,014 people have provided feedback.
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